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Menominee beat Kawaga by Robbie Applebaum
It was a bright sunny day at Camp Menominee
on Saturday 5th July when the counselors from
camp Kawaga rolled in. The counselor team was
warming up with the leadership of JONAH
WEISS and DAVID BLECHMAN. The campers
came pouring out of the Mess Hall to cheer the
Menominee men on. The mighty green got off
to a slow start, but with the great defense and
serving by DAVID MIZOCK and TERRY “TJ”
JONES, we won the first game 25-19. The
second game was a nail-biter. JACOB “BALLS” BARSTACK came out of nowhere and put up
some huge blocks, shutting down ANDREW BLECHMAN. TAYLOR BEAUSEIGNEUR came
into serve as well and did a fantastic job. It came down to the last few points, when
ROBBIE APPLEBAUM went to serve. After winning the first point, Menominee only needed
one more point to win. As the serve went over, the green team were feeling very confident.
Kawaga ended up putting the ball right into the net. The good guys won game two 28-24,
and thus the whole match. It was an all round effort from the team and the fantastic
support from the campers, foremost amongst those were ETHAN WEISS, JUSTIN
OLSON and JOSH STONE, who got everyone fired up and enthusiastic. Thanks to
everyone for a great game.

Dance Night by Justin Schoeneman
The 7th July was Campfire Dance Night presented by JONAH WEISS. The dances were hot
(and cool at the same time) and most importantly very tasteful. To begin the night off, cabin
3 surprised us all with ZACH BEN-ISVY’s cool moves and JACOB SMITH’s smile, they
were bound to win; and so they did with the fun song, “Call me maybe” by Carly Rae
Jenson. The older boys, intermediates and seniors, also did exceptionally well. ISAAC
WEISS from cabin twelve and his creative twist on his dance stood out quite well, along with
CHASE WEIMAN’s Hora dance for his Bar mitzvah. Cabin thirteen did a good job with
their hip-hop style choreography, but it was cabin 7 who took the victory with their
rendition of camp’s favorite song this year “wiggle” by Jason Derulo. KYLE-MION
SPIESZ, MICHA SCHULMAN, JACK BEHAR, DANIEL MALIS, LEVI PASIKOV and
ETHAN HOTT showed the audience exactly how the “Wiggle” is done and TAYLOR
BEAUSEIGNEUR had everybody in hysterics with his exaggerated moves. It was definitely
a campfire that will be remembered. Everyone left Wasserman Hall trying to do the
“wiggle!” Well done to everyone who participated and enjoy your free canteens!
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Minnesota Trip by Ross Fisher
30th June and it was the beginning of the highly anticipated trip week! Cabin thirteen
gathered all their essentials and hit the road in the grey van with high expectations. “I can’t
wait to buy some shoes.” said DANIEL DRISCOLL. After a five hour journey we arrived in
Minnesota and we were delighted to find out how nice our hotel was. Once we got settled in,
we went to the Twins game. We had such a great time there even though the Twins lost 6-1.
DANIEL DRISCOLL and I met a new friend named Arnaud while at the game too. The
following day we headed to Valley Fair which is an amusement park. JULIUS ONI was
ecstatic to go on every ride while MAX ENGEL, on the other hand, was afraid of heights.
There was also a lazy river at the park that we all went in and it was nice and relaxing. We
were having such a good time that it was difficult for us to leave when it turned 2:00pm.
After Valley Fair we stopped at the Mall of America; it’s the biggest mall in America. We all
split and went our separate ways. At the mall MAX ZLATNIKOV was on the hunt for some
KD 7’s (trainers). It turned out that they didn’t exist and Max walked around for an hour for
nothing, which was funny. Daniel and I then went to Qdoba, a Mexican Grill Restaurant for
some delicious burritos. The whole cabin started texting each other organizing a meet up at
the Microsoft store so we could play a game called Fifa 14. After the game, we all watched
the USA vs. Belgium World Cup game. JAKE HERMAN was very upset about the game as
the USA lost, so for dinner we went to Hooters. We had a lovely meal and opted to watch a
movie straight after. Most of us watched “Think like a man 2,” while MAX WEIGHGARDT
and ZACH SCHWARTZ watched “Transformers 4.” Neither parties liked their movies too
much, but they were with great company so it didn’t really matter. The next day we stopped
at the Mall of America again to buy EVA a surprise gift, some play-sand, and that marked
the end of our time in Minnesota. Our list of purchases included Jerseys, Hats and even a foot
massager! On the way back we stopped at a Pizza Hut. JAKE CZUPEK loved his meal as
he’s a big pizza fan and that summed up our whole trip. We had an amazing time and we
would like to thank Steve and Bari for giving us this unforgettable opportunity.
Weather Report!

Tomorrow’s weather 68 F
High chance of showers tomorrow guys so
it’s crucial to wear long sleeve sweaters
and long pants! Humidity levels will be at
68% so put on some sun screen and bug
spray!
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